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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 

JUST THINKING 

 

Number 87 

 

 

Source:  http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/.a/6a00d83451af9f69e2019b03b1cf3d970d-500wi 

 

JT:  That's only the rear!  The front is worse!!! 

*** 

 

 

http://shoebat.com/2013/12/26/muslims-kills-christians-bottle-blood-sell-100000-

piece-saudis/ 

Muslims Kill Christians, Bottle Their Blood, And Sell It For $100,000 A Piece To 

Saudis 

By Ted on December 26, 2013 in General  

By Theodore Shoebat 

A nun in Germany has recently done a presentation in a conference of an 

independent investigation she conducted of the treatment of Christians in Syria under 

the hands of Muslim fundamentalists. She revealed that Muslims are butchering 

Christians, draining their blood in bottles, and selling each bottle for $100,000 to 

Muslims in Saudi Arabia who take it to wash their hands in Christian blood, with the 

belief that it atones for their sins.  
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Truly, Saudi Arabia is that “woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the 

blood of the martyrs of Jesus” (Revelation 17:6), and the kings of the earth are 

fornicating with her, trading with this harlot the wine (oil) for the obliteration of the 

saints. This is why I ask you to donate now and save Christian lives.  

 

Here is the video of the presentation, showing what evils the Christians are suffering: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCCl4ZLMV_8 

 

JT:  There is not enough Christian blood to atone for the sins of Muslims!  I suggest 

Muslims use sanguis porcus. 

*** 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVL1Olreik8 

 

JT:  Miracles can happen! 

*** 

 

 

http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2013/12/graphic-video-obamas-

peace-partners-the-taliban-playing-soccer-with-severed-heads.html   

 

JT:  The video is at the link.  Obama says it's Islam!  Respect it!!! 

*** 

 

 

http://www.conservativeinfidel.com/uncategorized/seal-commander-says-

specialoperations-assault-obama-begun/  

 

JT:  Watch the videos at this link.  They will explain how trustworthy the traitor Barack 

Hussein Obama is. 

*** 

 

 

http://patriotsforamerica.ning.com/  

 

JT:  Are you looking for something positive to do this spring?  The above link will give 

you appropriate information. 

*** 

 

JT:  Question from Mooschelle to Hillallahry:  Witch du ya like betta, XXXLLL 

'amburgas or XXXLLL jees burgas?  Hillallahry's answer is: 
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Source:  DIYLOL.COM via http://www.hyscience.com/what-difference-does-it-make-

meme-generator-what-difference-does-it-make-ee8d52_zps7f4cd1051.jpg. 

*** 

 

 

 
 

Source:  http://afrocityblog.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/obama-pimp1.jpg 

 

JT:  Would you book a prostitute from this pimp?  Notice how he insults America!!! 

*** 
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Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/out.jpg. 

 

JT:   Question:  Which one is really queer? 

 Answer:    Both of them! 

*** 
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Source:  http://thegrio.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/first-lady-michelle-obama.jpg?w=430 

 

JT:  Okay readers!  You guess what they are.  I've given up 

*** 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oop1DvnZ8Wo 

 

JT:  Natrasha Leggero!  You have no brains.  You are the only person in the world 

who speaks without a brain.  That is the reason what you say is nonsense.  Go back 

to conception and get a brain! 

*** 
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From http://www.westernjournalism.com/a-letter-to-michelle-obama/ via RightTruth at 

http://righttruth.typepad.com/right_truth/2014/01/a-letter-to-michelle-obama.html 

Dear Michelle, 

On the day that your husband was elected, you said that you had never been proud of the 

United States until that day. For the last four and a half years,* I have been observing your 

husband and you, and I feel that it is time I share my thoughts with you. The day your 

husband was elected was the first time I was ever ashamed of this country, and today I am 

even more ashamed. 

I was ashamed then because your husband was not elected because he was the best qualified 

to do the job, or because he was the most intelligent, or even because anyone really thought he 

could get anything worthwhile done. The reason your husband was elected, the only reason, is 

because of the color of his skin. Your husband was chosen by the Democratic Party to be their 

“token black”, and that is the shame of the American public. We deserve better than a 

community organizer who seems to look down on his fellow Americans while bowing to an 

Arab leader. We deserve a president who was thoroughly vetted by his party and the media, 

not someone whom the DNC now admits was never even eligible for the job. There are many 

other men, Black, Hispanic, of Asian descent, Native American, and even Caucasian who are 

many times more qualified and eligible to be the president. If he had even a shred of self 

respect, Barack would resign and convince Joe Biden to do so as well, so that someone with a 

backbone could fix the mess your husband (NOT George Bush) has made much worse. 

Your husband said he would bring unity to the country; instead, he has brought class warfare 

and fanned the flames of racism by saying that his son would look like Travon Martin. When 

the Pharisees asked Jesus what the greatest commandment was, he replied, “‘you shall love 

the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind.’” “This 

is the greatest foremost commandment.” “The second is like it, ‘You shall love your neighbor 

as yourself.’” “On these two commandments depend the whole Law and the 

Prophets.”(Matt.22:37-40 NAS). Notice that there is no modifying clause in the second 

commandment “You shall love thy neighbor as yourself.” NOT “You shall love your 

neighbor as yourself, so long as his skin is the same color as yours or he does not make more 

money than you.” In our home, race is not an issue; everyone is welcome and treated 

respectfully. My mother raised me right; she taught me these verses and the golden rule “Do 

unto others as you would have them do unto you.” I have lived this way all my life and never 

judge others; it is God’s job to judge, not mine. There is a big difference between loving the 

person and accepting the sin; I can love the person and still hate the things they do. The media 

was quick to condemn Sarah Palin’s daughter for getting pregnant (or was it because she 

chose to have the baby?), but at least she owned up and took responsibility for her actions, 

which is something your husband has said publicly he would not make his daughters do in 

that same situation. No, he would rather have them murder their baby should they be so 

shortsighted as to get pregnant before they were ready. 

Make no mistake here, please; through Christ, I love you and your family, but I hate what 

Barack has done to this wonderful country of ours. He has no need to apologize for an 
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accidental burning of the Quran anymore than they would apologize for a deliberate burning 

of the Bible or our Constitution. In fact, as a nation, there is nothing he needs to apologize for 

on our behalf, but instead much he needs to apologize to us for. He needs to apologize to us 

for his blatant disregard for the Constitution, the very foundation of our government, and the 

freedoms guaranteed to us by that document. I have family members who fought to protect 

that document and what it stands for; yet you and your husband treat it like toilet paper for all 

the respect you show. 

You are fond of quoting the Scripture in Luke that tells us that “To those to whom much has 

been given, from them much shall also be expected”, but then you take it out of context and 

tell us that means that the federal government has the right to take what one man earns and 

give it to the man who sits on his butt all day doing nothing. Sorry, but I do not think that is 

what Christ meant when he said “take care of the widows and orphans.” He also told us that 

God loves a cheerful (or willing) giver. He did not want to force us to do what we so willingly 

do out of love. In case you had not noticed, when there is a crisis (i.e. Katrina) the American 

people pull together to help each other faster and better than the government (i.e. FEMA) 

could. 

The … decision by the Supreme Court to uphold the individual mandate of the “Affordable” 

Care Act was equally shameful and has added one hundred-fold to the stress of my daily life. 

Stress that was not a part of my life until Barack took the office that by rights does not belong 

to him. My husband has non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, the treatments are expensive, and how 

long now before the committee decides that because he is not a “productive citizen” he cannot 

access the treatments he needs to stay alive? I clench my teeth at night wondering if he will be 

here when our daughter (now fifteen) walks down the aisle on her wedding day. When I had a 

heart attack last year, it was a Catholic-run hospital that picked up the greatest portion of the 

cost, allowing us to make payments on the rest when we could, not the government. Through 

the contraception mandate, Obamacare will shut down that hospital and hundreds like it, 

leaving people like me to fall between the cracks of your “perfect healthcare”. 

I am also ashamed that the first family sees the Presidency as a lottery they won (how many 

vacations do you need in a year, really?) I have not had a job in two years, and our family 

would love to have a vacation in Europe, just one, someday. Yet your family has taken over 

seventeen vacations, at my last count, on the taxes people like me have paid. So, in effect, the 

middle class of America has been paying for you and your entourage of secretaries and secret 

service personnel to run around the world, shopping and sightseeing, when we cannot afford 

to go visit relatives who live in another state. Your husband’s policies have not created any 

jobs worth talking about, but they have kept businesses from creating jobs. Even a low-paying 

job would allow us the luxury of going to visit family. 

So tell me Michelle, just what are you proud of? Are you proud of the fact that you are living 

in the White House because people did not want to be called racist? Or perhaps you are proud 

that your husband has chipped away at the civil liberties of the American taxpayers? Or 

perhaps you are proud of the race riots your husband instigated when he said that if he had a 

son he would look like Travon Martin, instead of keeping his mouth shut and letting the 

police handle the situation? The truth (whatever it is) will come out. I do not think there is 

anything that your husband has “accomplished” while in office that you should be proud of. 
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Oh wait, I forgot all that golfing he has done that must have improved his game; I guess you 

can be proud of that. 

In Christ Always, 

Becky Smith 

*The original time period is three and a half years.  I changed it to bring the time 

period up to date. 

JT:  A better worded, patriotic letter is hard to come by! 

*** 

 

 
Source:  https://scontent-b-lga.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-prn1/994100_407968799336304_1077471711_n.jpg 

 

JT:  Methinks the Liberals didn't have much of a light bulb idea! 

*** 

 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought:  The United States of America paid the firm CGI Federal, 

A us SUB-FIRM IF THE Canadian parent company CGI, approximately 515 million 

dollars of taxpayer money for the ObamaDoesn'tCare website that doesn't function 

correctly. 

(http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2013/10/how-much-did-obamacares-broken-

website-cost.html 
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http://usaspending.gov/explore?tab=By+Prime+Awardee&fiscal_year=all&idvpiid=HH

SM500200700015I&typeofview=detailsummary) 

 

Toni Townes-Whitley, Princeton class of '85, is senior vice president at CGI Federal.  

Toni Townes-Whitley and Michelle Obama are members of the Association of Black 

Princeton Alumni.  (http://dailycaller.com/2013/10/25/michelle-obamas-princeton-

classmate-is-executive-at-company-that-built-obamacare-website/)  

 

Methinks the following question is appropriate:  How much of the 515 million dollars 

was payback to Michelle or Barry, or both? 

 

Indeed, I wonder how many kickbacks do the Obamas profit from?  

*** 

 

 

 
Source:  http://www.sondrakistan.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/progs-fredo-smart.jpg 

 

JT:  I guess that settles it!  However I have a better definition:  Progressives are 

Progressives because they are dumb, and they are dumb because they are 

Progressives. 

I guess that settles it. 

My conclusion:  I'm exceedingly intelligent! 

*** 

 

 

http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-02/now-republicans-have-to-prove-

they-can-do-better-than-obamacare?campaign_id=yhoo. 
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JT:  The article claims that ObamaDoesn'tCare can never be stopped.  I think that it 

can be stopped very easily. 

1. Should the Supreme Court have any backbone, they can stop it. 

2. States can pass laws to prohibit it from being enforced by the respective state. 

3. Should any future backbone Congress and non DemmocRAT president have 

backbone, they can pass a law that Obama's signature on any law or 

presidential "decree" is illegal and cannot be enforced because Obama was 

an illegal occupant of the Oval Office. 

4. In The Washington Post Charles Krauthammer writes, “First order of business 

for the returning Congress: The No Bailout for Insurance Companies Act of 

2014. Make it one line long: ‘Sections 1341 and 1342 of the Affordable Care 

Act are hereby repealed.’  (http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/stop-

obamacare-bailout-article-1.1564811)  

*** 

 

 

Will Arabs Have the Courage to Label Muslim Brotherhood a Terrorist Group? 

(http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4114/muslim-brotherhood-terrorist-group)  

 

JT:  Of course Arabs will label the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organization if it 

advances Islam's program of world-wide domination.  It will be a lie, but Arabs know 

Allah is forgiving.  That is why they never tell the truth.  A prime example is Barack 

Hussein Obama! 

*** 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHajxpJJr8s  

 

JT:  I dare you to watch it until the end!!! 

*** 

 

 

In the December 2013 issue of The Obama Timeline, Don Fredrick reports that 

"North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un has his uncle, Jang Song Thaek executed for  

allegations of corruption, drug use, gambling, womanizing and leading a 'dissolute 

and depraved life.' (… The method of execution, according to Chinese newspaper 

Wen Wei Po and as repeated by DailyCaller.com, 

[http://dailycaller.com/2014/01/03/report-north-korea-brutally-murdered-top-official-by-

feeding-him-alive-to-starving-dogs/] was for Song-Thaek to be fed alive, 'along with 

five assistants,' to '120 starving dogs... . While the dictator and 300 of his frightened 

underlings watched for one hour. ... The extended families of the dead officials may 

have been sent to concentration camps, where most will die over the next few 

months and years.'")  
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JT:  Kim Jong Un must be a converted Muslim via Iran.  He hates dogs!!! 

*** 

 

 

 
 

Source:  http://i2.wp.com/www.theminorityreportblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/ConstitutionFree.jpg?w=700 

 

http://www.infowars.com/dhs-constitution-free-zones-inside-us-ignored-by- 

http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/08/dhs-extinguishes-197-million-peoples-4th-

amendment-rights-in-constitution-free-zonesmedia/http://www.storyleak.com/dhs-

constitution-free-zones-us/ 

 

JT:  All of you idiots who voted for Barack Hussein Obama (TWICE!!) and all of you 

Republican and conservatives who did not vote for Romney, but stayed home,  

 

WELCOME TO THE 

CHAINS OF CHANGE 

YOU DOPES! 
*** 
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The fast moving, traveling dead family coming to an Islamic ad campaign near you. 

Bad luck: Same family killed by Assad in Syria and by IDF bombing in Gaza 

(thanks to Robert Spencer) 

 

 
Source:  http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2014/01/the-traveling-dead-stock-photos-

for-islamic-supremacist-ad-campaigns-.html 

 

"But if you doubt the atrocity tales that Islamic supremacists tell, you're a greasy 

Islamophobe, a genocide denier, and worse." - Pamela Geller 

 

JT:  Nope!  Muslims never lie!  Never!  They just never tell the truth! 

*** 

 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought with some research:  Barack Hussein Obama, Hillary 

Clinton, William Jefferson-the-Cigar Clinton, and let's take Elisabeth Warren; all 

believe that if a person X has MORE than another person Y, person X must have 

gotten his MORE by illegal means and fraudulent conniving.  This is communist 

thinking:  Oddly enough, in their cases it is true.  Barack Hussein Obama has MORE 

than I have.  He got his millions via a ghost writer, and kickbacks when he was a 

criminal politician in Chicago,  He got into the Oval Office illegally.  Hillary Clinton has 

MORE money than I have and she was a Senator from New York and Secretary of 

State under Obama.  She received her money illegally via property scams.  She 

became Senator via illegal contributions.  She was illegally appointed Secretary of 

State. 

Let's look at some interesting moments in Hillary Clinton's life: 

(http://prorevnews.blogspot.de/2012/08/why-democrats-should-stay-away-from.html)  

 

� FIRST FIRST LADY to come under criminal investigation  
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� FIRST FIRST LADY to almost be indicted, according to one of the special 

prosecutors. 

� NUMBER of Hillary Clinton fundraisers convicted of, or pleading no contest to, 

crime: 5  

� NUMBER OF TIMES that Hillary Clinton, providing testimony to Congress, said 

that she didn't remember, didn't know, or something similar: 250  

� NUMBER OF CLOSE BUSINESS partners of Hillary Clinton who ended up in 

prison: 3. The Clintons' two partners in Whitewater were convicted of 24 counts of 

fraud and conspiracy. Hillary Clinton's partner and mentor at the Rose law firm, 

Webster Hubbell, pleaded guilty to federal mail fraud and tax evasion charges, 

including defrauding former clients and former partners out of more than $480,000. 

Hillary Clinton was mentioned 35 times in the indictment.  

� IN THE 1980s, Hillary Clinton made a $44,000 profit on a $2,000 investment in a 

cellular phone franchise deal took advantage of the FCC's preference for locals, 

minorities and women. The franchise was almost immediately flipped to the 

cellular giant, McCaw.  

� HILLARY CLINTON AND HER HUSBAND set up a resort land scam known as 

Whitewater in which the unwitting bought third rate property 50 miles from the 

nearest grocery store and, thanks to the sleazy financing, about half the 

purchasers, many of them seniors, lost their property.  

� IN 1993 HILLARY CLINTON and David Watkins moved to oust the White House 

travel office in favor of World Wide Travel, Clinton's source of $1 million in fly-now-

pay-later campaign trips that essentially financed the last stages of the campaign 

without the bother of reporting a de facto contribution. The White House fired 

seven long-term employees for alleged mismanagement and kickbacks. The 

director, Billy Dale, charged with embezzlement, was acquitted in less than two 

hours by the jury.  

� HRC'S 1994 HEALTH CARE PLAN, according to one account, included fines of up 

to $5,000 for refusing to join the government-mandated health plan, $5,000 for 

failing to pay premiums on time, 15 years to doctors who received "anything of 

value" in exchange for helping patients short-circuit the bureaucracy, $10,000 a 

day for faulty physician paperwork, $50,000 for unauthorized patient treatment, 

and $100,000 a day for drug companies that messed up federal filings.  

� TWO MONTHS after commencing the Whitewater scheme, Hillary Clinton 

invested $1,000 in cattle futures. Within a few days she had a $5,000 profit. Before 

bailing out she earns nearly $100,000 on her investment. Many years later, 

several economists will calculate that the chances of earning such returns legally 

were one in 250 million.  

� IN 1996, Hillary Clinton's Rose law firm billing records, sought for two years by 

congressional investigators and the special prosecutor were found in the back 
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room of the personal residence at the White House. Clinton said she had no idea 

how they got there.  

� DRUG DEALER Jorge Cabrera gave enough to the Democrats to have his picture 

taken with both Hillary Clinton and Al Gore. . . Cabrera was arrested in January 

1996 inside a cigar warehouse in Dade County, where more than 500 pounds of 

cocaine had been hidden. He and several accomplices were charged with having 

smuggled 3,000 pounds of cocaine into the United States through the Keys  

� In 2000, Hillary Clinton's Senate campaign returned $22,000 in soft money to a 

businesswoman linked to a Democratic campaign contribution from a drug 

smuggler in Havana.  

� IN AUGUST 2000, Hillary Clinton held a huge Hollywood fundraiser for her Senate 

campaign. It was very successful. The only problem was that, by a long shot, she 

didn't report all the money contributed: $800K by the US government's ultimate 

count in a settlement and $2 million according to the key contributor and convicted 

con Peter Paul. This is, in election law, the moral equivalent of not reporting a 

similar amount on your income tax. It is a form of fraud. Hillary Clinton's defense is 

that she didn't know about it  

� HILLARY CLINTON'S participation in a Whitewater related land deal became 

suspicious enough to trigger an investigation by the Arkansas Supreme Court.  

� IN 2007, A Pakistani immigrant who hosted fundraisers for Sen. Hillary Rodham 

Clinton became a target of the FBI allegations that he funneled illegal contributions 

to Clinton's political action committee and to Sen. Barbara Boxer's 2004 re-

election campaign. Authorities say Northridge, Calif., businessman Abdul Rehman 

Jinnah, 56, fled the country shortly after being indicted on charges of engineering 

more than $50,000 in illegal donations to the Democratic committees.  

 

OH!  …  Well! … WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE? 

 

Bill Clinton has more than I have.  He receives his millions from speeches that 

contain hot air and funds from the William J. Clinton Foundation, a rumored active 

supporter of which is Saudi Arabia.  Elisabeth Warren, Senator from Massachusetts, 

has MORE than I have.  She was elected because she claimed she was a deprived 

person because of her 1/32 America Indian heritage. Therefore making her senator 

would right the wrongs that Whites had committed against Native Americans.  The 

claim is exceedingly iffy. 

(http://hotair.com/archives/2012/05/11/report-original-document-proving-elizabeth-

warrens-cherokee-ancestry-doesnt-exist/) 

 

Hear Ye!  Hear Ye!!  Hear Ye!!!  I have MORE than they have.  I am a natural born 

American citizen according to the law of the Constitution for the United States of 

America. I earn my own money.  I receive no money from Muslim countries!  I have 
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never made a claim that I am even 1/1000 Native American heritage.  I'm not any 

percent Native American, although there is nothing wrong in being any part Native 

American heritage.  The wrongness is in claiming it for professional and political 

advancement, but not being able to prove it.  I have MORE than they have because I 

am an American Patriot, I am honest and I am not politically correct. 

*** 

 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2014/01/02/Judicial-Watch-s-Ten-Most-

Wanted-Corrupt-Politicians-for-2013  Obama tops the list for the seventh year in a 

row.  Hillary Clinton is again second to Obama. 

 

JT:   Obama's comment:  I never knew such a list existed and I was not present. 

I've always said if you like your list you can keep it. 

 

Hillary Clinton's comment: What difference does it make? 

*** 

 

 

ObamaDoesn'tCare won’t add your child to your coverage, but will gladly pay for your 

abortion.  (http://liberallogic101.com/?p=5773) 

 

JT:  It's the logic of Obama's Islam.  Kill as many non-believers for Islam as you can! 

*** 

 

 

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/12/11/obama-creates-international-incident-

with-selfie-at-mandela-service/ 

 

http://newsbusters.org/blogs/randy-hall/2013/12/15/photographer-obama-selfie-shot-

mandela-funeral-ashamed-mankind 

 

http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2013/12/10/obama-takes-selfie-with-british-danish-

prime-ministers/ 

 

JT:  We all know that Barack Hussein Obama likes loves himself.  What better way to 

prove it to the world than to take a selfie of yourself, even with other world leaders.  

JT is privileged to have a yet-to-be-released selfie picture of Barack Hussein Obama 

taken in front of his home.  The lamestream, captive-Gleichschaltung-media is afraid 

to release the selfie.  JT is not afraid.  Here it is: 
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Source: The mage accompanies http://www.examiner.com/article/egyptian-media-portray-obama-as-satan. 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

January 7, 2014 


